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Contact! A Tactical Manual For Post
Collapse Survival

REVISED & EXPANDED SECOND EDITION This manual is the result of a detailed consideration of
a societal collapse and the civil shift and aftermath that would impact individuals and families who
are intent on survival. The purpose of this manual is to provide information to enhance the security,
tactics, and survival skills of law-abiding citizens who are faced with civil disorder, lawlessness,
violence, and physical threat in a post-collapse environment. The information in this manual is
derived from training and experience gained from service with special operations forces (SOF) and
subsequent employment as a security contractor in Iraq and Afghanistan. It is a distillation of tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs) adapted to the threat and environment anticipated in this type of
scenario, in order to provide the knowledge needed to survive in a world turned upside down. It is
no longer just survival of the fittest but survival of those prepared. The manual will take you from
self-defense as an individual, team and family, and on to tactics, techniques, procedures and
training that can be used by tactical teams that you may need to form in order to survive or to resist
tyranny. In a serious post-event scenario, one of total collapse with several months or years before
recovery, families, groups and communities may be forced to create such tactical defense forces to
protect personnel, loved ones and resources against hostile forces. There is something in this
manual for both the tactical newbie and the military veteran. Authors Website:
maxvelocitytactical.com Authorâ€™s blog: maxvelocitytactical.com\blog Authors note on choosing
Contact or Rapid Fire: Contact and Rapid Fire are not designed as sequels, but are aimed at
different audiences. There is an amount of material, the main bulk of the tactical stuff, which is
common to both books. It is not intended that you buy both, just one or the other depending on your
requirements.
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This book has loads of great information, but what sets it apart from so many other
prepper/survivalist books about firearms, self-defense, is the infusion of reality. Yes, Max includes
all the "fun" stuff like squad tactics and shows you how far you can take things to the extreme, but
he also includes a healthy dose of reality and warns the readers to refrain from the belief that any
emergency situation will mean that law enforcement is entirely gone and you are free to free to do
as you please with your firearms and defensive measures. There are many other pieces of wisdom
along these lines that will keep you from falling into the trap of thinking that post-collapse survival
will be like a shoot-em-up video game.After reading another of Mr. Velocity's other books and
dealing with an overwhelming amount of military jargon and acronyms, I was pleasantly surprised by
this book. Yes, there is still quite a bit, but most of it is on point and relevant.As other reviewers
have noted, this book could definitely use an editor. The second sentence I read was missing 2
commas in a list: "The purpose of this manual is to provide information to enhance security, tactics
and survival skills of law-abiding citizens who are faced with civil disorder, lawlessness, violence
and physical threat in a post-collapse environment." That being said, unless you are grammar nazi,
it doesn't make the book unreadable or confusing.
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